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Box 3-B-Anthrax as a Biological-Warfare Agent
Anthrax, a severe illness caused by the bacterium Bacillus anthracis, is considered the prototypioal
biological-warfare agent. In nature, anthrax is primarily a disease of cattle and sheep but can also infect humans.
it can survive for long periods in soil in a dormant (spore) phase; after infection, it reverts to an active phase in
which it mulitipiies rapidly in the body and secretes fatal toxins. Natural human infection can result either from skin
contact with infected animals, ingestion of contaminated meat or inhalation of anthrax spores, usually from
contaminated hides. Cases of pulmonary-and in some outbreaks gastrointestinal--anthrax are almost invariably
fatal if not treated immediately with antibiotics. Inhalation of aerosolized spores would be the primary route of
infection if the bacteria were used deliberately as a biological-warfare agent. As extrapolated from animal studies,
inhalation of about 1,000 spores or less can produce fatal pulmonary anthrax in some members of an exposed

while inhalation of about 8,000 spores-weighing about 0.08 microgram-is fatal within less than a
week to a large proportion of those exposed.l
After inhalation into the lungs, anthrax spores travel to the lymph nodes of the chest, where they become
active, multiplying and releasing three proteins-edema factor, lethal factor, and protective antigen. in specific
combinations, these proteins function as potent toxins, enabling the bacteria to resist host defenses and to invade
and damage host tissues via the bloodstream, resulting in uncontrollable hemorrhaging. in this manner, anthrax
bacteria travel to the intestines and other areas, where they cause severe tissue damage. Initial signs of pulmonary
anthrax infection include a high fever, labored breathing, choking cough, and vomiting; it is usually fatal within 4
days.2 Although infections may respond to immediate antibiotic therapy, it is relatively easy to develop
antibiotic-resistant anthrax strains.
in addition to its lethality, anthrax has other characteristics that make it an effective BW agent. First the
disease is not contagious from one individual to another. As a result, anthrax would not spread far beyond the
intended target or boomerang against the attacker’s troops or civilian Population, assuming they do not enter a
contaminated area Second, anthrax is easy to produce. The organism and its spores can be readily produced
population,
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to 60 percent of victims die within 30 days.
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Brucellosis, another bacterial disease, has a low
mortality rate-about 2 percent-but an enormous
capacity to inflict casualties. Infection gives rise
to fever and chills, headache, loss of appetite,
mental depression, extreme fatigue, aching joints,
and sweating. 9 The bacterial agent that has
received the most attention is anthrax, whose
pulmonary form is highly lethal. (See box 3-B,)

Under certain environmental conditions, anthrax
bacteria will transform themselves into rugged
spores that are stable under a wide range of
conditions of temperature, pressure, and moisture. One gram of dried anthrax spores contains
more than 10 11 particles; since the lethal dose by
inhalation in monkeys is between l@ and l@
spores, a gram of anthrax theoretically contains
some 10 million lethal doses.
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in the laboratory in almost unlimited quantities, and antibiotic-resistant strains have been developed with standard
selection techniques.
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Third, when anthrax bacteria are incubated under particular conditions, they transform themselves into the
rugged spore form, which has along shelf-life. Although most spores can be killed by boiling for 10 minutes, they
can survive for up to 20 years or longer in soil and animal hides.4 This spore-forming ability makes anthrax
particularity well suited for delivery by missiles or bombs. The spores are stable when suspended in air, can survive
explosive dissemination from a bomb or shell, and-unlike most pathogens-will live for several days if direct
sunlight is avoided. Indeed, fieldtest data have shown that anthrax spores decay at a rate of Iess than 0.1 percent
per minute, which is very slow for a microorganism.5
Nevertheless, anthrax has certain liabilities as a tactical weapon. First, at lower doses there is a wide spread
in incubation times, ranging from a few days to several weeks, suggesting that the spore germinations that result
in infection can be delayed for considerable periods. 6 This variability greatly reduces the predictability and hence
the military utility of the agent. Second, anthrax spores are so persistent that they can contaminate an area for
long periods, denying it both to defender and attacker. During World War II, for example, Britain detonated
experimental anthrax bombs on Gruinard Island off the coast of Scotland, releasing spores that remained in the
top 6 to 8 inches of soil for more than 40 years. 7 By infecting livestock, anthrax bacteria might also create new
reservoirs of disease that could result in occasional outbreaks, making it impossible to use the affected area
productively for long periods.8 That might be the desired intent, however, were anthrax to be used as a strategic
weapon.
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particles. Instead, the bombs compacted the spores into the ground. Effective BW munitions would not do this.
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Rickettsiae are microorganisms that resemble
bacteria in form and structure but differ in that
they are intracellular parasites that can only
reproduce inside animal cells. Examples of rickettsial diseases that might be used for biological
warfare include typhus, Rocky Mountain spotted
fever, Tsutsugamuchi disease, and Q fever. Rickettsiae have a wide variety of natural hosts,
including mammals and arthropods such as ticks,
fleas, and lice. If used as BW agents, however,
they would probably be disseminated directly
through the air.

Viruses are intracellular parasites that are about
100 times smaller than bacteria. They can infect
humans, crops, or domestic animals. Viruses
consist of a strand of genetic material (DNA or
RNA) surrounded by a protective coat that
facilitates transmission from one cell to another.
The Venezuelan equine encephalitis (VEE) virus
causes a highly infectious disease that incapacitates but rarely kills. In contrast, some hemorrhagic fever viruses, such as Lassa or Ebola fever,
are exceedingly virulent, killing 70 out of every
100 victims. The AIDS virus, despite its lethality,
would not be an effective warfare agent because

